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Abstract

The sorption and kinetics of acetone uptake in solvent cast films of poly(ethylene terephthalate) are reported at 358C for acetone pressures
ranging from 0 to 7.3 cm Hg. The equilibrium sorption isotherm is well described by the dual-mode sorption model with the following
parameters:kD ¼ 61 cm3(STP)/(cm3·atm),C9

H ¼ 7:2 cm3(STP)=cm3, andb ¼ 50 atm¹1. Sorption kinetics are described using a two-stage
model which incorporates both Fickian diffusion and protracted polymer structural relaxation. The characteristic time associated with the
relaxation process is essentially independent of acetone concentration and has an average value of approximately 15 hours. The fraction of
sorption associated with polymer relaxation increases linearly with acetone concentration in the equilibrium-densified matrix of the polymer.
Acetone diffusion coefficients increase with increasing acetone concentration. The concentration dependence of the acetone diffusion
coefficient is well described by the dual-mobility model if the assumption of constant diffusion coefficients in the two modes is relaxed.
q 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Poly(ethylene therephthalate) [PET] is an important
barrier material that is widely used to package foods and
beverages [1]. An important consideration in barrier
packaging applications is the loss of organic flavor
molecules, such as d-limonene in fruit juices, as a result
of scalping, i.e. sorption of the flavor molecules into pack-
age walls [2]. Additionally, flavor molecule carry-over is
emerging as a concern for refillable plastic beverage bottles.
Flavor molecules sorbed into package walls from an initi-
ally-packaged product desorb after refill to influence the
taste of the product in the refilled package. To understand
better the sorption and transport of flavor components (such
as esters, ketones, and aromatics) into barrier polymers such
as PET, small organic penetrants are used as model marker
molecules [3].

The sorption of organics in PET has been the subject of
several investigations. As PET is a glassy polymers, the
equilibrium sorption isotherms of a variety of organic
vapors, e.g. methanol [4], ethyl acetate [4], and benzene
[5], are reported to be well described by the dual-mode
sorption model [6] or the so-called generalized dual-mode

sorption model [7]. Liu and Neogi measured methylene
chloride vapor sorption kinetics in PET over a wide range
of penetrant activity and observed Fickian mass uptake
kinetics [8]. The sorption isotherm of methylene chloride
in PET was well described by the generalized dual-mode
model [8]. In another study, the kinetics of benzene uptake
in PET were rationalized using a model which combined
Fickian diffusion within the context of the dual-mode trans-
port theory (the so-called dual mobility model), and struc-
tural relaxation of the polymer upon penetrant sorption, i.e.
swelling-controlled penetrant uptake [5]. Sorption of liquid
dimethylformamide in PET obeyed Fickian kinetics in a set
of films prepared with draw ratios ranging from 1.6 to 4.0
[9].

Durning and Russel proposed a model for diffusion with
induced crystallization to describe sorption kinetics of
organic liquids which can trigger PET crystallization [10].
In another study, Durning et al. measured sorption and
transport of methylene chloride and dimethylformamide in
PET films and observed that both polymer swelling and
solvent-induced crystallization influence penetrant sorption
kinetics [11]. Billovits and Durning found that organic
penetrant transport properties in PET were sensitive to
film processing conditions [12]. In particular, the sorption
kinetics of strongly swelling penetrants such as acetone and
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dimethylformamide (DMF) are influenced by thermal
annealing and prior exposure to penetrants such as liquid
methylene chloride. Initially amorphous PET films were
crystallized by exposure to methylene chloride, i.e.
solvent-induced crystallization, low temperature annealing
(1208C), or high temperature annealing (2308C). The
sample annealed at high temperature had the highest level
of crystallinity (47 wt%), and the film crystallized by
exposure to methylene chloride had the lowest level of crys-
tallinity (23 wt%). DMF diffusion coefficients determined
from desorption experiments decreased with increasing
crystallinity. For example, at 658C, the diffusion coefficient
of DMF was 743 10¹9 cm2 s¹1 in the film crystallized with
methylene chloride and 53 10¹9 cm2 s¹1 in the film
annealed at high temperature. DMF sorption kinetics were
non-Fickian. At short times, the fractional mass uptake was
convex to thet1/2 axis. The lengths of the convex portions of
the uptake kinetics are reported as induction times, or the
time necessary to establish diffusion control of mass uptake.
The induction time increased with increasing crystallinity.
At longer times, uptake kinetics were a linear function of
t1/2, wheret is the time since the beginning of the experi-
ment, and the slope of the linear region was used to estimate
the diffusion coefficient. Like DMF diffusion coefficients,
the diffusivity of methylene chloride decreased with
increasing crystallinity.

Transport properties of organic molecules such as
acetone can be more sensitive than those of smaller mole-
cules, such as carbon dioxide and oxygen, to subtle effects
of processing and polymer structure on sorption and trans-
port properties in high barrier polymers [13–15]. Penetrant
diffusion coefficients are commonly understood to depend
sensitively on free volume in the polymer matrix. One of the
most widely used models of the effect of free volume on the
penetrant diffusion coefficients, the Cohen–Turnbull model
[16], suggests that the diffusion coefficients of larger pene-
trants are more sensitive than those of smaller penetrants to
changes in the amount of free volume in the polymer matrix.
The Lennard–Jones diameters of acetone, CO2, and O2, are
4.6 Å, 3.94 Å and 3.47 Å, respectively [17]. As acetone is
substantially larger than the other two molecules, its
diffusion coefficient should be more sensitive than those
of O2 and CO2 to subtle processing-induced changes in
the free volume in the polymer matrix. As a result, several
studies have used acetone as a marker organic molecule to
probe the effect of polymer chemistry and processing on
sorption and transport properties of high barrier polyesters
[14,18]. In these studies, the transport properties of acetone
were observed to be more strongly influenced by polymer
thermal history than the transport properties of small mole-
cules such as O2 and CO2 [15].

In this study, the equilibrium uptake and kinetics of
acetone sorption in a solution-cast film of PET are reported.
The dual-mode model is used to analyze the equilibrium
sorption isotherms. An empirical two-stage model incorpor-
ating Fickian diffusion and relaxation-controlled kinetics

describes the kinetics of acetone uptake. The effect of
acetone concentration on acetone diffusion coefficient is
analyzed in the context of the dual mobility model [5].

2. Experimental

2.1. Polymer synthesis

PET was synthesized in a two-stage process. Dimethyl
terephthalate (5.15 moles), an excess of ethylene glycol, and
the catalyst mixture (manganese diacetate, 90 ppm Mn;
cobalt diacetate, 90 ppm Co; and antimony trioxide,
350 ppm Sb) were added to a reaction vessel. Heat was
applied to begin the ester interchange reaction. The
methanol byproduct was removed, and when the reaction
temperature had increased to 2508C, the ester interchange
was complete.

In the polycondensation stage, a phosphorus-containing
stabilizer in the form of polyphosphoric acid (82 ppm P)
was added to the ester interchange product, and the pressure
was gradually reduced to about 0.1 cm Hg as the tempera-
ture was increased to approximately 2908C to obtain the
product.

The solution viscosity, percent diethylene glycol [DEG],
and percent carboxylic acid were determined for the as-
synthesized polymer. The solution viscosity, SV, is given by

SV¼ (hrel ¹ 1) 3 100 (1)

whereh rel is the relative viscosity. The relative viscosity of a
1 wt% solution of the polymer in dichloroacetic acid was
measured using a capillary viscometer at 258C, and Eq. (1)
was used to compute solution viscosity. To determine the
percentage of diethylene glycol in the final polymer, the
polymer sample was first dissolved in 30% NH4OH by heat-
ing in a high pressure vessel at 2208C for 2 hours. This
process completely hydrolyzed the sample to monomer.
The percent diethylene glycol in the polymer was then
determined by gas chromatography using diethylene glycol
as a standard. For end group (percent carboxylic acid)
analysis, 0.14 g of the sample was dissolved in 6 ml of
benzyl alcohol at 2068C. The solution was then titrated
with an aqueous KOH solution using phenol red as the
indicator.

2.2. Film preparation

A uniform thickness polymer film (5.6mm thick) was
prepared by casting a 5% (w/v) solution of the polymer in
trifluoroacetic acid at ambient conditions onto a glass plate,
and a doctor blade was used to control film uniformity. The
sample was first dried at ambient conditions for 24 hours.
Afterwards, the film was soaked in a water bath for 24 hours
and then in a methanol bath for 24 hours to remove residual
solvent. Following the methanol bath, the film was placed
in a vacuum oven for 24 hours at room temperature to
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completely remove the solvent. Differential Scanning
Calorimetry (DSC) and sensitive gravimetric desorption
studies in a vacuum chamber showed no traces of residual
solvent in the final film.

2.3. Thermal and physical characterization

A Perkin-Elmer DSC-7 was used at a scan rate of
208C min¹1 to characterize thermal transitions of the PET
film. The second DSC scan is reported for thermal transition
measurements. However, results from the first DSC scan are
used for crystallinity measurements to characterize the
polymer properties in the as-cast state. A wide-angle
X-ray diffraction (WAXD) spectrum was obtained using
a Siemens Kristalloflex 4 X-ray Generator and a Siemens
type FQ/2Q goniometer. The X-rays were produced by a
Cu Ka (l ¼ 1.54 Å) source. Density measurements were
performed with a Techne density gradient column using
aqueous calcium nitrate solutions with a density range of
approximately 1.2 to 1.5 g cm¹3.

2.4. Kinetic gravimetric sorption

The kinetics of acetone sorption were recorded using a
Cahn RG-2000 electrobalance at 358C and a pressure range
of 0–7.2 cm Hg. A more detailed description of the experi-
mental procedure is available elsewhere [19]. The film was
conditioned by exposure to 7.2 cm Hg of acetone and then
degassed prior to the gravimetric sorption studies described
in this report. This conditioning protocol alleviates
penetrant-induced crystallization during the subsequent
sorption experiments. Based on DSC experiments, there
was no measurable difference in crystallinity levels in the
films before and after sorption.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Polymer characterization

The solution viscosity of the as-synthesized polymer was
919. From this value, an intrinsic viscosity of 0.70 dL g¹1

was estimated using a correlation available from Hoechst-
Celanese. The concentration of carboxylic acid end groups
in the polymer was 40 milliequivalents per kilogram, which
corresponds to a number average molecular weight of
25 000 g mole¹1. The concentration of DEG was 0.86 wt%
(based on the total mass of the polymer sample).

A second scan DSC thermogram of an as-cast PET film is
presented in Fig. 1. The thermogram exhibits a glass/rubber
transition,Tg, at 818C, a cold crystallization exotherm,Tc,
centered at 1418C, and a melting point,Tm, at 2558C. These
transition temperatures agree well with literature values for
Tg (818C) andTm (250–2658C) [20]. As kinetic constraints
on macromolecular mobility are relieved at temperatures
aboveTg, the polymer crystallizes on the time scale of the

DSC experiment [21]. Therefore, the cold crystallization
exotherm is observed, as expected, aboveTg. The weight
percent crystallinity was calculated by subtracting the
enthalpy of cold crystallization from the enthalpy of melting
(both determined by measuring the area under the respective
peaks in the DSC thermogram) and dividing by the heat of
fusing of PET, 140 J g¹1 [22]. The weight percent crystal-
linity is 40%.

Fig. 2 presents a wide-angle X-ray diffraction spectrum of
the as-cast PET film. The three strong diffraction peaks
centered at 2v ¼ 16.4, 22.0, and 25.18 are associated with
PET crystallites. The vertical lines in Fig. 2 represent values
of WAXD peak locations expected for the (01̄1), (010),
(1̄10), and (100) reflections in PET [23]. These are the
strongest reflections reported in a previous crystallography

Fig. 1. DSC thermogram of as-cast PET film, scan rate¼ 208C min¹1.

Fig. 2. WAXD spectrum of as-cast PET film. The smooth curve is a
Lorentzian function representing the amorphous halo. The dashed line
represents the baseline of the spectrum. The vertical lines represent
expected diffraction peak locations based on literature reports of the crystal
structure of PET [23].
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study of PET [23]. The unit cell of PET is triclinic, with one
monomer per unit cell, and the following unit cell
parameters:a ¼ 4.56 Å, b ¼ 5.94 Å, c ¼ 10.75 Å, a ¼

98.58, b ¼ 1188, g ¼ 1128 [23]. The broad amorphous
halo in the WAXD spectrum is centered at approximately
2v ¼ 20.68. From this value of 2v, using Bragg’s law [24]
(l ¼ 2d sinv), thed-spacing of the amorphous material was
estimated to be 4.3 A˚ . Murthy et al. separate the amorphous
halo of PET into two peaks, one centered at 2v ¼ 17.58
(5.0 Å) and the other at 23.58 (3.9 Å) [23]. The peak with
ad-spacing of 3.9 A˚ is ascribed to interchain spacing normal
to the plane of aligned aromatic rings in the PET matrix. The
peak with ad-spacing of 5.0 A˚ is attributed to interchain
spacing in the plane of the aligned aromatic rings. The
relative areas of the two amorphous peaks were used to
evaluate the amount of orientation and order in the
amorphous PET matrix [23]. The data in Fig. 2 are consid-
ered to be consistent with those of Murthy et al. However, in
our WAXD spectrum, there is not sufficient resolution to
extract definitively two amorphous halos from the spectrum
of the semicrystalline sample.

The weight percent crystallinity was estimated to be 38%
from the WAXD spectrum in Fig. 2. The value was obtained
by computing the areas under the amorphous peak and
crystalline peaks after establishing a baseline for the
spectrum. The crystalline content was then estimated as
AC/(AA þ AC) where AC is the area associated with the
crystalline peaks andAA is the area associated with the
amorphous halo.

The density of the film was 1.373 g cm¹3. The densities
of completely crystalline and wholly amorphous PET are
1.440 and 1.327 g cm¹3, respectively [25]. Based on our
measured density value, the weight percent crystallinity,
XC, is estimated to be 41% using the relation

XC ¼ (r¹ rA)=(rC ¹ rA) 3 100 (2)

wherer is the polymer density,rA is the density of amor-
phous PET, andrC is the density of completely crystalline
PET. The independent estimates of crystalline from WAXD
(38%), DSC (40%), and densitometry (41%) are in excellent
agreement.

3.2. Equilibrium acetone uptake

Interval gravimetric sorption experiments were used to
determine the sorption isotherm presented in Fig. 3. The
shape of this isotherm is typical of that for isotherms of
condensable low activity organic vapors in glassy polymers
[6], and the isotherm is well-described by the dual mode
model [6]

C¼ CD þ CH (3)

whereC is the equilibrium concentration of penetrant in the
polymer,CD is the equilibrium concentration of penetrant in
the Henry’s law mode, andCH is the equilibrium concen-
tration of penetrant in the Langmuir mode. The analytical

expressions forCD andCH are [6]

CD ¼ kDp (4)

and

CH ¼
C9

Hbp
1þ bp

(5)

so that

C¼ kDpþ
C9

Hbp
1þ bp

: (6)

In these expressions,kD is the Henry’s law coefficient,
which characterizes equilibrium sorption of the penetrant
into the equilibrium densified polymer matrix. The
Langmuir capacity parameter,C9

H, characterizes penetrant
sorption in the non-equilibrium excess volume associated
with the glassy polymer matrix. The Langmuir affinity
parameter,b, characterizes the affinity of the penetrant for
a Langmuir site in the matrix.CD is, therefore, the equili-
brium concentration of penetrant in the densified polymer
matrix, andCH is the equilibrium concentration of penetrant
in the non-equilibrium excess volume. The curve in Fig. 3
represents a least-squares fit of the sorption data to the dual-
mode model. This non-linear regression yielded the follow-
ing model parameters:kD ¼ 61 6 7.4 cm3(STP)/(cm3·atm),
C9H ¼ 7:2 6 1:1 cm3(STP)=cm3 andb ¼ 50 6 12 atm¹1.

The logarithm of gas solubility or Henry’s law coeffi-
cients of penetrants in both rubbery [26,27] and glassy
[28] polymers often increases linearly with penetrant critical
temperature. Solubility coefficients for several permanent
gases [29], as well as the dual mode parameters for carbon
dioxide [30] and benzene [5], in PET are available. The
solubility coefficients for the permanent gases and the
Henry’s law coefficients for CO2, acetone, and benzene,
divided by amorphous volume fraction,FA, to correct for
crystallinity [31,32], are presented in Fig. 4a as a function of
penetrant critical temperature. The data were collected in

Fig. 3. Acetone sorption isotherm in PET at 358C.
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different laboratories and at three different temperatures.
The correlation is impressive and suggests that the Henry’s
law coefficient determined in this study is reasonable.

For the permanent gases (He, N2, Ar, O2, CH4), the
Henry’s law parameter reported in Fig. 4a is actually the
infinite dilution solubility, kD

* , where kp
D ¼ kD þ bC9

H,
because sorption isotherms for the permanent gases (He,
N2, Ar, O2, CH4) are linear functions of pressure and, con-
sequently, separate estimates forkD, b, andC9

H are not avail-
able. However, for CO2, acetone, and benzene,bC9

H is at
least as large askD. Therefore, to provide what is perhaps a
more appropriate comparison of the sorption data for differ-
ent penetrants, Fig. 4b presents the infinite dilution solubi-
lity coefficient, kD

* , versus penetrant critical temperature.
The correlation of the data with critical temperature is
also excellent, again confirming that the acetone sorption
parameters are reasonable.

Langmuir affinity parameters have also been correlated
with penetrant critical temperature [33]. In this regard,
Fig. 4c presents the Langmuir affinity parameter,b, as a
function of critical temperature for carbon dioxide, acetone,
and benzene. As withkD, there is excellent agreement of our

acetone Langmuir affinity parameter with those of other
penetrants.

3.3. Acetone sorption kinetics

Fig. 5 presents results from four representative acetone
kinetic sorption experiments in PET. The time since the
penetrant pressure surrounding the polymer sample was
increased from its initial value,pi, to its final value,pf, is
t, M t is the mass of acetone sorbed by the polymer from the
beginning of the experiment untilt, andM` is the equili-
brium mass uptake during the interval sorption experiment.
At short times, the fractional mass uptake,M t/M`, increases
linearly with t1/2, which is characteristic of sorption kinetics
controlled by Fickian diffusion [34]. At longer times, the
mass uptake exhibits a protracted, non-Fickian asymptotic
approach towards equilibrium. Such so-called two stage
kinetics [35] are often observed for organic vapor sorption
in glassy polymers. Examples include vinyl chloride mono-
mer in PVC [36], benzene in PET [5], methyl acetate in
polymethyl methacrylate and cellulose acetate [37],
benzene in polystyrene [37], acetone in cellulose nitrate

Fig. 4. Dual-mode sorption parameters of PET as a function of penetrant critical temperature: (a) Henry’s law parameter, (b) infinite dilution solubility, (c)
Langmuir affinity parameter.
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[37], and ethyl benzene in polystyrene [38]. Often, such
sorption kinetics are described using the following
empirical model [36]

Mt

M`

¼ 1¹ (1¹ aR)
8
p2

∑̀
n¼ 0

1
(2nþ 1)2

exp
¹ D̄(2nþ 1)2p2t

,2

� �
¹ aRexp

¹ t
tR

� �
ð7Þ

whereD̄ is the average diffusion coefficient (defined below),
aR is the fraction of weight uptake occurring during the
protracted, non-Fickian approach to equilibrium, andtR is
the time constant associated with the long time drift in mass
uptake [5]. The long-term drift in sorption kinetics is usually
ascribed to mass uptake controlled by the viscoelastic
relaxation of the polymer chains to accommodate penetrant
[5]. D̄ is approximately equal to the average effective
diffusion coefficient over the concentration interval of the
experiment [35]:

D̄ ¼
1

Cf ¹ Ci

∫Cf

Ci

D(C)dC (8)

whereCi andCf are penetrant concentrations in the polymer
at the beginning and end of the sorption experiment, and
D(C) is the effective diffusion coefficient.

Fig. 6 presents a least squares fit of Eq. (7) to the experi-
mental data for an acetone pressure interval from 1.8 cm Hg
to 2.7 cm Hg. While Eq. (7) can describe the data, from this
best fit,aR is 0.60, suggesting that 60% of the mass uptake is
controlled by relaxation. In contrast,M t /M` is linear with
t1=2 at short times and approaches a plateau atM t /M` < 0.72.
Afterwards, there is a second stage of uptake which is not a
linear function oft1/2. Based on this qualitative examination
of the experimental data, and in contrast to the result of the
least square fit of Eq. (7) to the data, Fickian diffusion con-
trols the initial 72% of mass uptake, and the remaining 28%
is controlled by polymer relaxation. Additionally, the value
of D̄ from the best fit of Eq. (6) to the data is 8.23
10¹12 cm2 s¹1, which is approximately three times higher
than would be expected from the initial slope of the data
in Fig. 6. That is, a fit of Eq. (7) to the data in Fig. 6 fails to
provide reasonable parameter values.

For the simple empirical model represented in Eq. (7),
diffusion and relaxation occur in parallel, and therefore, the

Fig. 5. Examples of interval acetone sorption kinetics in PET at 358C. The dashed line is the contribution of Fickian-controlled mass uptake kinetics, and the
solid line represents the contribution of relaxation-controlled uptake kinetics to the overall mass uptake.
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faster process controls initial mass uptake. Based on the
linearity of initial uptake witht1/2 in Figs. 5 and 6, diffusion
controls initial mass uptake for each pressure interval. The
model, however, only describes two-stage kinetics (with
diffusion controlling the first stage) if the long-time relaxa-
tion process is much slower than the diffusion process con-
trolling initial uptake kinetics. As demonstrated below, the
timescale for diffusion is actually longer than the timescale
for relaxation for the data in Fig. 6. Eq. (7) cannot describe
two-stage mass uptake kinetics when the second stage, i.e.
relaxation, occurs in series with a diffusion-controlled first
stage and the relaxation timescale is faster than the diffusion
timescale. The first three pressure intervals explored in this
study (0–1.0, 1.0–1.8, and 1.8–2.7 cm Hg) are in this
category. Therefore, the method described below was used
to characterize the sorption kinetics for each interval.

At each pressure interval, the diffusion-controlled process
is essentially complete before polymer relaxation rate-

controlled mass uptake begins. The presence of an inter-
mediate plateau region in each graph in Fig. 5 (indicated
by arrows) between the diffusion-controlled and relaxation-
controlled regimes of mass transfer is consistent with this
simplified view of the kinetics of acetone sorption in PET
and permits a separation of the two processes.

The fraction of weight uptake controlled by Fickian dif-
fusion, (1 ¹ aR), is estimated as the fraction of weight
uptake at the intermediate plateau of the sorption data.
The Fickian diffusion coefficient is estimated from a least
squares fit of the data (fromt ¼ 0 to the Fickian plateau) to
the model for diffusion in a uniform plane sheet [35]

Mt

M`

(1¹aR)
¼ 1¹

8
p2

∑̀
n¼ 0

1
(2nþ 1)2exp

¹ D̄(2nþ 1)2p2t

,2

� �
:

(9)

Fig. 7 presents a characteristic example of a non-linear least
square fit of the data to Eq. (9) for the acetone partial
pressure interval from 1.8 to 2.7 cm Hg.

For this same kinetic sorption experiment, Fig. 8 illus-
trates the procedure for estimating a first-order time con-
stant,tR, which characterizes the non-Fickian drift in mass
uptake towards equilibrium after the initial diffusion-
controlled regime. In the spirit of the model embodied in
Eq. (7), polymer relaxation-controlled mass uptake is
described as a single exponential

ln(1¹
Mt

M`

) ¼ lnaR ¹
t
tR
: (10)

The curves in Fig. 5 represent the separate diffusion and
relaxation contributions to the acetone sorption kinetics as
determined from Eq. (9) and (10). The values ofaR deter-
mined from Eq. (10) are higher than the values determined
from the plateaus in Fig. 5. For example,aR determined

Fig. 6. Fit of Eq. (7) to interval kinetic sorption data for acetone in PET.

Fig. 7. Analysis of Fickian contribution to acetone sorption kinetics in PET.
Fig. 8. Analysis of relaxation contribution to acetone sorption kinetics in
PET.
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from the data in Fig. 8 is 1.46 0.3, which is not consistent
with the model, sinceaR must lie between zero and one.
Moreover, the plateau in the mass uptake data occurs at
0.72, i.e. 1¹ aR ¼ 0.72, which suggests anaR value of
0.28. The graphically estimated plateau value is consistently
lower than the value determined from Eq. (10) for every
pressure interval except the two highest intervals.

If the relaxation process did not begin att ¼ 0 but, rather,
started at some later time, then the data would be poorly
described by Eq. (7), which assumes that relaxation and
diffusion occur simultaneously. Also, as described below,
the values foraR estimated from Eq. (10) would be too high.
The notion of a delay in the start of the relaxation process
can be included simply in this empirical model by adding a
delay time,tD, to the second term of Eq. (10), which would
then be written as follows

ln(1¹
Mt

M`

) ¼ lnaR þ
tD
tR

� �
¹

t
tR

(11)

Initially, the mass uptake is controlled by Fickian diffusion,
and the time for half of the total mass uptake controlled by
Fickian diffusion to occur is given by [39]

t1=2 ¼
,2

20D̄
¼

tD

20
(12)

where tD, the characteristic timescale for diffusion, is
defined as,2=D̄. In all cases except for the two highest
pressure intervals, the delay time estimated by Eq. (11) is
at least twice the halftime for diffusion,t1/2. Therefore, more
than 80% of the mass uptake controlled by diffusion appears
to be complete before the relaxation-controlled mass uptake
begins. Within the context of this simple empirical model
(Eq. (11)), this result is consistent with the notion that, for
most of the pressure intervals considered, the diffusion-con-
trolled process is essentially complete before relaxation-
controlled mass uptake begins. For the two highest pressure
intervals, the matrix may contain sufficient acetone and
have, therefore, sufficiently high chain mobility, to permit
the relaxation process to begin at or neart ¼ 0.

The plateau value of mass uptake indicated by the arrows
in Fig. 5 is used to estimateaR for each pressure interval.
Eqs. (9) and (11) are used to estimateD̄ andtR, respectively.

The parameter values are recorded in Table 1 along with the
Deborah number for diffusion, which is defined astR/tD

[12]. This dimensionless parameter characterizes the time
scale for mass uptake due to structural relaxation relative to
the timescale for Fickian diffusion [12]. The uncertainty in
the diffusion coefficients in Table 1 is largely due to the
uncertainty in determining sample thickness. Uncertainties
in the parameters are estimated by the propagation of errors
method described by Bevington [40].

Fig. 9 presents the structural relaxation time constant,tR,
as a function of acetone concentration in the polymer at the
end of each kinetic gravimetric sorption experiment,Cf. The
relaxation time does not vary systematically over the range
of acetone concentration investigated and has an average
value of 53 000 6 4000 seconds. From Table 1, the
diffusion Deborah number is less than one for the first
three intervals (0–1.0, 1.0–1.8, and 1.8–2.7 cm Hg) and
greater than one for the other pressure intervals. The
increase in Deborah number results from the increase in
acetone diffusion coefficient as acetone concentration
increases.

Table 1
Parameters from analysis of the kinetics of acetone sorption in PET

Pressure pf D̄ 3 1012 aR tR 3 10¹3 tD 3 10¹3 Deborah
[cm Hg] [cm2 s¹1] [s] [s] number
pi (tR/tD)

0 1.0 1.66 0.1 0.04 336 5 190 0.17
1.0 1.8 2.16 0.2 0.10 606 4 150 0.40
1.8 2.7 2.86 0.3 0.28 586 4 110 0.52
2.7 3.4 136 1.2 0.40 516 4 24 2.1
3.4 4.3 7.66 0.7 0.45 466 3 41 1.1
4.3 5.3 176 1.6 0.55 796 5 18 4.4
5.3 6.2 246 2.1 0.76 476 6 13 3.6
6.2 7.3 286 2.4 0.74 546 1 11 4.8

Fig. 9. Characteristic time of relaxation during incremental acetone sorp-
tion as a function of final acetone concentration.
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Fig. 10a presents the fraction of mass uptake controlled
by relaxation as a function of acetone concentration in the
polymer film at the end of each experiment. The value ofaR

increases linearly with concentration and has a non-zero
intercept. Interestingly, ifaR is presented as a function of
acetone concentration in the Henry’s law mode (see
Fig. 10b), the best line describing the data passes through
the origin, suggesting a strong correlation between the
concentration of acetone in the Henry’s law mode and the
fraction of sorption controlled by structural relaxation. It is
interesting that in conventional glassy polymers, such as
polycarbonate, only penetrant molecules dissolved in the
Henry’s law mode are understood to contribute to pene-
trant-induced swelling of the polymer matrix [41].

Fig. 11a presents the dependence of the acetone diffusion
coefficient on average acetone concentration during each
interval sorption experiment. For lower values of average
acetone concentration, i.e. 1.5–6.0 cm3(STP) acetone/
cm3 polymer, acetone diffusion coefficients increase
weakly with increasing acetone concentration. However,

at higher acetone concentrations, the acetone diffusion
coefficient increases more strongly with increasing concen-
tration. Ci is the acetone concentration at the beginning of
an interval sorption experiment,Cf is the acetone concen-
tration at the end of an interval sorption experiment, andC̄ is
the average ofCi andCf.

Fig. 11b presents the diffusivity values on a semi-loga-
rithmic scale. An exponential dependence of diffusivity on
penetrant concentration is consistent with other reports of
the concentration dependence of diffusion coefficients of
organic vapors in glassy [42] and rubbery [43] polymers.
The diffusivity is often expressed as the following empirical
function of average concentration,C̄ [44]

D̄ ¼ DoebC̄ (13)

whereDo is the infinite dilution diffusion coefficient andb
is an exponential factor describing the dependence of
diffusion coefficient on concentration. The values ofDo

and b are 9 6 5 3 10¹12 cm2 s¹1 and 0.316 0.05 cm3

cm¹3(STP), respectively, based on a least squares fit of
the data in Fig. 11b to Eq. (13).

Fig. 10. Effect of acetone concentration on fraction of acetone sorption in
PET associated with polymer relaxation: (a) effect of total acetone concen-
tration, (b) effect of Henry’s law acetone concentration.

Fig. 11. Acetone diffusion coefficient in PET as a function of average
acetone concentration: (a) linear scale, (b) semi-logarithmic scale.
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3.4. Dual mobility analysis

A more fundamental model of the concentration depen-
dence of diffusivity in glassy polymers is based on the
notion that the two populations of penetrant molecules
(Henry’s law and Langmuir) in the dual-mode theory have
different mobilities [45]. In this so-called dual mobility
model, one-dimensional penetrant transport is described
by the following form of Fick’s law [45]

N ¼ ¹ DH
dCH

dx
¹ DD

dCD

dx
(14)

where N is penetrant flux,CD and DD are the penetrant
concentration and diffusion coefficient in the dense, equili-
brium polymer matrix (Henry’s law mode), andCH andDH

are the penetrant concentration and diffusion coefficient in
the non-equilibrium excess volume (Langmuir mode).

Within the context of the dual mobility model, the aver-
age effective diffusion coefficient determined in kinetic
gravimetric sorption experiments is given by [5]

D̄ ¼ DD
1þ FK=(1þ bpi)(1þ bpf )
1þ K=(1þ bpi)(1þ bpf )

� �
(15)

where K ¼ CH9b=kD, and F ¼ DH/DD. DH and DD are
assumed to be independent of concentration. If this model
adequately describes the experimental data, a plot of
D̄[1þ K=(1þ bpi)(1þ bpf )] versusK/[(1 þ bpi)(1 þ bpf)]
yields a straight line of slopeDH and interceptDD. Such
behavior has been reported for the diffusion of benzene in
PET [5].

Fig. 12 presents our acetone diffusion coefficients plotted
in the manner just described. A straight line describes the
three data points at lowest acetone concentration, yielding
DH ¼ 6.4 6 5.3 3 10¹13 cm2 s¹1 and DD ¼ 96 6 2 3
10¹13 cm2 s¹1. However, at higher acetone concentration,

this model does not adequately represent the experimental
data, suggesting that acetone plasticizes the polymer matrix,
thereby increasingDD and/orDH.

Stern and Saxena [46] presented a model to relax the
assumption of constant, i.e. concentration independent,DD

andDH. In the model proposed by Stern and Saxena, both
DD andDH are presumed to be a function of the effective
concentrationCm, whereCm ¼ CD þ FCH, andF is the ratio
of DH and DD, which is taken to be a constant. A more
general model whereDD andDH have independent concen-
tration dependencies is presented below. The Stern and
Saxena model is equivalent to the model described below
when the ratio ofDH andDD is held constant, and the diffu-
sion coefficients are presumed to depend exponentially on
the effective concentration,Cm.

Using Eq. (14), the steady state permeability of a pene-
trant in a glassy polymer may be written as follows [44]

P¼
,

pf ¹ pi
¹ DD

dCD

dx
¹ DH

dCH

dx

� �
(16)

where, is the film thickness,pf is the upstream pressure (at
x ¼ 0) andpi is the downstream pressure (atx ¼ ,). This
expression can be integrated fromx ¼ 0 to , to give

P¼
1

pf ¹ pi

∫CDf

CDi

DDdCD þ

∫CHf

CHi

DHdCH

" #
(17)

whereCDf
andCHf

are the concentrations of penetrant dis-
solved in the Henry’s law and Langmuir modes at pressure
pf, andCDi

andCHi
are the concentrations of penetrant dis-

solved in the Henry’s law and Langmuir modes at pressure
pi. The permeability can also be defined in terms of the
average diffusion coefficient [44]

P¼
1

pf ¹ pi
D̄(Cf ¹ Ci): (18)

Combining Eq. (17) and (18) yields the following
relationship

D̄ ¼
1

Cf ¹ Ci

∫CDf

CDi

DDdCD þ

∫CHf

CHi

DHdCH

" #
: (19)

If D̄D andD̄H are defined by

D̄D ¼
1

CDf
¹ CDi

∫CDf

CDi

DDdCD (20)

and

D̄H ¼
1

CHf
¹ CHi

∫CHf

CHi

DHdCH (21)

then Eq. (20) and (21) may be substituted into Eq. (19)Fig. 12. Dual mobility analysis of acetone diffusion in PET.
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to give

D̄ ¼
1

Cf ¹ Ci
[(CDf

¹ CDi
)D̄D þ (CHf

¹ CHi
)D̄H] (22)

Writing the penetrant concentrations in terms of pressure

yields

D̄ ¼
1

(kDpf ¹ kDpi) ¹ (
C9

Hbpf

1þ bpf
¹

C9
hbpi

1þ bpi
)

3 (kDpf ¹ kDpi)D̄D þ (
C9

Hbpf

1þ bpf
¹

C9
Hbpi

1þ bpi
)D̄H

" #
: ð23Þ

Eq. (23) reduces to Eq. (15) whenD̄H andD̄D are constants.
D̄ is measured experimentally and the other model diffusion
coefficients (̄DH andD̄D) in Eq. (23) are fitted parameters. If
D̄H is arbitrarily assumed to be constant at the value deter-
mined from the dual mobility analysis, 6.43 10¹13 cm2 s¹1,
the effect of acetone concentration onD̄D can be determined
using the equation

The results of this analysis are presented in Fig. 13a.
The average Henry’s law diffusion coefficients are
reported as a function of average concentration in the
Henry’s law regions, C̄D, which is defined as
C̄D ¼ 1

2(kDpf þ kDpi ). The data are fit to an exponential
relationship of the form

D̄D ¼ DDo
ebDC̄D (25)

whereDDo
is 7.96 2.6 3 10¹12 cm2 s¹1 andbD is 0.326

0.08 cm3 cm¹3(STP). The value ofDDo
agrees well with the

value of D̄D determined by the classical dual mobility
analysis at low concentration, 9.66 0.2 3 10¹12 cm2 s¹1.
These values also agree well with the values determined
from Fig. 11b, where acetone diffusivity was related to
overall average acetone concentration.

At the other extreme, one could assume thatD̄D is

constant and confine all concentration dependence of
the diffusivity to D̄H. In the following calculations,
D̄D is set to 9.63 10¹12 cm2 s¹1, the value obtained
from the dual mobility analysis of the low concentration
data. The value ofD̄H can be calculated using the
equation

These data are presented in Fig. 13b as a function of
C̄H, the average concentration of penetrant in the Henry’s
law mode. These data may be fit to

D̄H ¼ DHo
ebHC̄H (27)

whereDHo
¼ 1:0 6 0:9 3 10¹ 15 cm2 s¹ 1 andbH ¼ 2.0 6

0.2 cm3 cm¹3(STP). The value ofDHo
is very low and does

not agree well with the value ofDH (6.4 3 10¹13 cm2 s¹1)
from the dual mobility analysis of the low concentration
data. In addition, the value ofbH is almost an order of
magnitude larger than the value ofb determined from Fig.
11b, where acetone diffusivity is related to overall average
acetone concentration. Based on the magnitudes of the
model parameters obtained using these two approaches,
the relationship between concentration and diffusivity in

Eq. (25) yields more realistic values than the model in
Eq. (27).

Using the experimentally determined parameters forDDo

andbD and substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (23), the effect of
concentration on acetone diffusion coefficient can be
described within the context of the modified dual mobility
model. A comparison of the model and the experimental
data is presented in Fig. 14. The error bars for the three
data points at lowest average concentration are smaller
than the size of the data points. In general, the data and
the model agree well.

Two models have been compared to describe the concen-
tration dependence of acetone diffusivity on acetone con-
centration in PET, an exponential dependence of diffusivity
on concentration (Eq. (13)) and the modified dual mobility
model (Eq. (24)). For the empirical model given by Eq. (13),
only two adjustable parameters are required to describe the
data. The dual mobility model also provides a reasonable

D̄D ¼

D̄[(kDpf ¹ kDpi) ¹ (
C9

Hbpf

1þ bpf
¹

C9
Hbpi

1þ bpi
)] ¹ (

C9
Hbpf

1þ bpf
¹

C9
Hbpi

1þ bpi
)D̄H

(kDpf ¹ kDpi)
: (24)

D̄H ¼

D̄(kD(pf ¹ pi) þ C9
H(

bpf

1þ bpf
¹

bpi

1þ bpi
)) ¹ kD(pf ¹ pi)D̄D

C9
H(

bpf

1þ bpf
¹

bpi

1þ bpi
)

: (26)
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description of the experimental data if the assumption of
constant Henry’s law diffusion coefficient is relaxed. How-
ever, the dual mobility model does not provide guidance for
the selection of the functional form of the concentration
dependence of̄DD. In this study, we have elected to use
the empirical expression given by Eq. (24). However, it
might prove useful and more satisfying from a theoretical
point of view to combine the approach used in free volume
theory to predict the concentration dependence of diffusiv-
ity [47] with the dual mobility model to obtain a more
fundamental model for the concentration dependence of
diffusion coefficients of organic vapors in glassy polymers.
It would also be of interest to perform the experiments with
samples of varying thickness to further decouple the con-
tributions of polymer structural relaxation and Fickian
diffusion to overall penetrant uptake in such glassy poly-
mers. However, such studies should also be complemented
by a systematic exploration of the effect of thermal history
on properties of samples of different thicknesses since
preparation of films of different thickness invariably results

in variations in processing history which influence chain
packing in the solid state of glassy polymers such as PET,
and penetrant sorption properties are influenced by such
variations in chain packing.

4. Conclusions

The dual-mode model adequately describes the equili-
brium sorption of acetone in PET. Interval kinetic gravi-
metric sorption results are described by an empirical
two-stage model, with Fickian diffusion and polymer struc-
tural relaxation contributing to the control of mass uptake
kinetics. The time constant of the relaxation process does
not vary systematically with acetone concentration and has
an average value of 53 0006 4000 seconds (approximately
15 hours). The fraction of mass uptake associated with the
relaxation process increases linearly with increasing con-
centration of acetone dissolved in the equilibrium-densified
region of the polymer matrix.

Acetone diffusivity increases with increasing concentra-
tion of acetone dissolved in the PET film. The standard dual
mobility model cannot adequately account for this increase,
implying that the acetone-induced polymer plasticization
plays an important role in the acetone diffusion. However,
the experimental data were well described by an extended
version of the dual mobility model where the diffusion coef-
ficient of acetone in the Henry’s law mode depends expo-
nentially on concentration.
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